Character Glossary from THE CARVER, THE IVORY QUEEN, and THE UNSEEN

THE OLD WORLD (FAIRY TALE REALM)
Florindale/The Woodlands
Queen Avoria of Florindale – the once-benevolent queen who went dark after an incident involving a
serpent engineered to steal the souls of giants. Avoria is building an empire in the New World to exhume
absolute rule, but needs to find eight core souls to complete it. At the start of THE HUMMINGBIRD, she
has six souls and an army of five-hundred to protect her from Enzo and the Order.
Violet – the morally gray fairy guardian of the Old World. Trains and recruits the Order of the Bell.
Dr. Victor Frankenstein/Master Cherry – an old friend of Geppetto whose experiments corrupted Queen
Avoria. He has since gone into hiding, occasionally stepping out of the shadows to offer aid to the Order.
Geppetto – Crescenzo’s grandfather. A gifted Carver who taught Crescenzo to harness his abilities.
Snow White – the seventh of eight core souls Avoria needs to ascend to power.
Prince William Chandler Arrington (Liam) – Snow’s husband. Responsible for the murder of King
Dominick Bellamy in The Unseen. One of Crescenzo’s trusted allies.
Hansel – a good-natured commoner who has finally been reunited with his sister Gretel. Seeking redemption
after Queen Avoria used him as a pawn in THE CARVER.
Gretel – Hansel’s sister. Escaped from Wonderland with Enzo after nearly twenty-five years under Avoria’s
captivity. Her tears have mysterious properties, such as the ability to make moonflowers grow.
Tahlia Rose – Augustine’s granddaughter. Escaped from Wonderland with Enzo.
Garon – leader of the seven miners.
Finn – one of the seven miners. The cleanest of the seven. Murdered at the gallows by Dominick Bellamy.
Jinn – one of the seven miners. The dirtiest of the seven.
Wayde – one of the seven miners. Has a bit of a nervous tic. Accompanied Enzo to the Old World.
Zid – one of the seven miners. Is a known dragon enthusiast.
Chann – one of the seven miners. Food connoisseur.
Bo – one of the seven miners. A bit of a jock; loves physical activity.
Cinderella – a warrior who escaped from Wonderland with Enzo and the group.
Jack Frost – a warrior who escaped from Wonderland with Enzo and the group.
Benjamin Baker – a warrior who escaped from Wonderland with Enzo and the group.

The Original Order of the Bell
Hua Mulan – Liam’s tutor. A fierce warrior who once defied Avoria and survived. Helps train the Order.
Merlin – famed magician of Florindale.
Augustine Rose – resident of the Woodlands. A fierce hunter with an aptitude for guns and bows.
Jacob Isaac Holmes – a cursed man who has taken on a beastly form, granting him brute strength.
James Hook – a known pirate lord with a bit of a temper and a hook for a hand. Sent by Violet to recruit the
Lost Boys for the Order.
Quasimodo – the bell ringer. Watches for danger and communicates with Violet to assemble the Order.

THE NEW WORLD (THE WORLD WE KNOW)
Crescenzo DiLegno (Enzo) – 15. The son of Pinocchio and a Carver in training. Recently defeated the
King of Hearts and escaped from Wonderland. He has finally been reunited with his parents in Florindale.
Intends to save his home from Queen Avoria’s reign.
Rosana Trujillo – 15. The daughter of Alice. Grew up in New York City and has finally reunited with her
mother. Her red hoodie/cloak renders her invisible when she desires. Currently dating Enzo and training with
the Order after their bold escape from Wonderland.
Zack Volo – 15. The son of Peter Pan. Enzo’s childhood best friend and neighbor. One of Avoria’s core
souls. He has accompanied his parents to Neverland and means to help Crescenzo save their home.
Alicia Trujillo (Alice) – Rosana’s mother. Former resident of the Old World, but she became jaded by
childhood and tired of being misunderstood. One of the eight core souls abducted by Avoria. Training with
the Order.
Pino DiLegno (Pinocchio) – Crescenzo’s father. Former resident of the Old World, but he had become
jaded by childhood and tired of being told what to do. One of the eight core souls abducted by Avoria.
A gifted Carver who is training with the Order.
Pietro Volo (Peter Pan) – Zack’s father. Crescenzo’s neighbor and mentor. Former resident of the Old
World, but he had become jaded by childhood and tired of not being taken seriously. One of the eight core
souls abducted by Avoria. Currently en route to Neverland with Captain Hook.
Wendy Darling-Volo – Zack’s mother. Former resident of the Old World, but she decided to accompany
Peter Pan to the New World on a “grand adventure”: adulthood. One of the core souls abducted by Avoria.
Currently en route to Neverland with Captain Hook.
Carla DiLegno – Crescenzo’s mother. The first to be abducted in Avoria’s plan to steal the core souls and
ascend to power. Currently training with the Order.
Madame Esme – a mysterious fortune-teller in Avoria’s captivity.

